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A B S T R A C T

Building reliable surveillance systems is critical for security and safety. A core component of any surveillance
system is the human detection model. With the recent advances in the hardware and embedded devices, it
becomes possible to make a real-time human detection system with low cost. This paper surveys different
systems and techniques that have been deployed on embedded devices such as Raspberry Pi. The character-
istics of datasets, feature extraction techniques, and machine learning models are covered. A unified dataset
is utilized to compare different systems with respect to accuracy and performance time. New enhancements
are suggested, and future research directions are highlighted.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Currently, security is an important issue to ensure overall safety
of individuals. Surveillance systems have their increasing importance
due to the increasing demand on security and safety. Surveillance
systems are utilized in monitoring confidential areas where no one
should pass around. These systems are used in critical places such
as banks, military buildings, and governmental organizations and
they can help in crime prevention, collision/accidents avoidance for
drivers on the roads. People counting is another application where
the results are used in statistical measurements for marketing, and
monitoring areas with high traffic. Surveillance systems combine
cameras and human factor. The camera sends a live streaming while
a person monitors that stream. If there is a movement, it is mainly
determined by the monitor person.

Traditional surveillance systems’ main goal is to monitor the
area under surveillance. However, they are passive systems. Passive
means that they only monitor and can’t take any further action based
on what happens. There have been advancements in surveillance sys-
tems. One important advancement is the automation of surveillance
systems through the use of internet. As a result, human factor is no
longer needed. Object detection methods are introduced to replace
the human factor. This will enable the system to detect the human
movements. Human detection models are methods that enable the
machine to identify a human in the captured images. These models
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are typically stored on internet servers or IoT platforms. A typical
human detection system consists of two basic parts: motion detec-
tion and human classification. In order to classify if the moving object
is human or not, two phases are performed. The first phase is feature
extraction where hand crafted descriptors are calculated to identify
objects. The second phase is model building where a classifier is uti-
lized to discriminate this object of interest. Using deep learning will
facilitate combining these two phases as it has the ability to learn
features.

Although the system automation overcomes the human interac-
tion limitation, internet connection proposes another limitation in
surveillance systems. Internet connection is used to send frames to
a server and receive the results back. If the connection is lost or the
server is down, the whole system is down.

In order to tackle these limitations in surveillance systems,
different systems have been developed that deploy a local human
detection model and hence, it doesn’t depend on internet connection.
Different machine learning models are utilized in such systems. The
models are uploaded on a microcontroller or chip which is attached
to the camera to process the coming frames. This should solve both
the internet connection and human interaction challenges.

In this paper, we review different surveillance systems for human
detection. The focus is on systems that has been deployed on embed-
ded devices such as Raspberry Pi. An online open source benchmark
dataset has been used to evaluate the different techniques that have
been utilized. This will give more insight into the analysis of different
systems along with its associated performance.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
general framework of any human detection model. Section 3 covers
the state-of-the-art techniques and methods used in a typical human
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detection model. Section 4 covers different human detection appli-
cations utilized on Raspberry Pi and the common datasets used in
human detection models. Section 5 illustrate the results of comparing
different techniques with different settings. Finally, Section 6 covers
our conclusion and future work.

2. General framework

Surveillance systems are concerned of monitoring in general, but
most importantly, monitoring human. Automated surveillance sys-
tems should be able to know that there is a person in the scene that
is under surveillance. As a result, automated surveillance systems
depend on human detection tasks.

Human detection system consists of sequential phases. As shown
in Fig. 1, these phases are motion detection to extract regions that
may contain human, and human detection to make a decision on the
candidate extracted regions. Human detection is under the general
term object detection. Any object detection system consists of two
phases: feature extraction, and classification.

The first phase of the human detection system is to detect
whether there is a moving object or not. Motion detection is the pro-
cess of detecting any moving object in the scene under monitoring.
There are many algorithms to detect motion in frames such as back-
ground subtraction [1], frame difference [2], and optical flow [1]. All
of these methods can detect moving objects, but they differ in the
performance time and the provided object information.

The next step is object detection. This step is concerned with
detecting and classifying the object of interest. So, when motion is
detected, the frames that contain the moving object are feed into
the Object detection system. Typically, we need to identify unique
features in our object in order to detect it in the image, other-
wise it not the object we are searching for. Object detection phase
is divided into two sub-phases: feature extraction, and machine
learning model/classifier.

In Feature extraction phase, finding some characteristics of the
object that can describe it well is the goal. These descriptors should
be informative to discriminate this object from other objects. These
descriptors are, hand crafted, mathematical operations performed on
the input data to find its unique properties. There are many features
developed as shown in Fig. 2. They vary from general-object fea-
tures to specific-object features. For instance SIFT [3] and SURF [4]
are point-based local features. Haar-like features consist of a set of
templates that are compared to the regions of interest. Shapelet [5]
is a set of mid-level features built from low-level features such local
average of oriented gradients responses at each pixel. Edgelet [6] is
part-based silhouette oriented features that consists of two steps:
detection of parts and combining these parts. Shape-context [7] and
local binary pattern (LBP) [8] are mainly appearance/texture-based
features. There also local ternary pattern (LTP) which are edge based
features such as histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [9], C-HOG
[10], R-HOG [10], HOG-III [7], chain code [11], moments, wavelets
[11], and Gabor filter based context [11]. Features can be combined
to get the benefits of both of their advantages such as HOG-LBP [12].
All these features can be used for object detection purposes, but HOG
[9], and its modified versions such as HOG-III, V-HOG, or HOG-LBP
are very effective with human detection tasks [13].

Fig. 1. General object detection system.

The extracted features are then fed into a model to classify the
object. Last phase is the classification phase where a machine learn-
ing model is utilized. Machine learning model is a mathematical
model used in the detection process. The model needs to learn the
object that will be detected through a training phase. There are sev-
eral machine learning models to use in this phase such as Bayesian
classifier, AdaBoost [14], cascade classifier [13], and support vector
machine (SVM) [14] with different kernels such as linear, poly-
nomial, or radial basis function (RBF), neural networks (NN) [14],
convolutional neural networks (CNN) [15], and recurrent neural
networks (RNN) [15].

Neural network models with its variations (NN, CNN, and RNN)
can be implemented with many layers which is called deep learn-
ing. In CNN, no features are required as it can learn the features as
well. Consequently, the problem arises from the fact that features
are hand crafted features and may not be suitable to represent some
objects can be solved with CNN. The problem with deep learning is
that it need high processing power, so typically, GPU is needed in the
training phase.

3. Techniques

This section covers the different techniques used in every phase
in a typical human detection system. We are focusing on techniques
that has been used in surveillance systems for human detection
and they are explained in details. Object detection tasks depend on
two steps: object detection and object classification. The presence
of object can be detected using motion detection methods. Classifi-
cation decision is made on the detected object utilizing the features
extracted of and the model used to classify.

3.1. Motion detection

Automated surveillance systems used to do processing on servers.
This introduces networking issues that need to be considered such
as security, and connection loss. With the increase in technological
advancements in embedded devices such as Raspberry Pi, ODROID,
and Dragon Board, it is now possible to upload machine learning sys-
tems on these devices. Embedded devices now are like computers of
five years ago. So, the human detection system can be deployed on
one of these devices such as Raspberry Pi. As mentioned in the pre-
vious section, motion detection is applied on Raspberry Pi. Motion
detection approaches are background subtraction, frame difference,
and optical flow.

3.1.1. Frame difference
Frame difference method is computed generally through calcu-

lating the difference between two consecutive frames. The general
algorithm according to [2] is as follows: First frame is captured from
static camera. Then a sequence of frames is captured at regular
intervals. Absolute difference between consecutive frames is calcu-
lated. Difference image is stored. Difference image is then converted
into gray then binary based on “threshold”. Morphological filtering
“Opening” is applied to remove noise.

3.1.2. Background subtraction
Background subtraction method is based on estimating a back-

ground model that is then compared to a sequence of frames to find
whether there is a motion in this sequence or not. The main step of
background subtraction technique is the background modeling. It is
to build a reference model that is used in recognizing moving objects.
Background model is compared against video sequences. This com-
parison yields variations that determine the existence of motion in
the scene.

Mean and median filters are the most currently used approaches
in building the model. The difference between the current frame
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and model is used to determine the motion. Background subtraction
approach is simple, but sensitive to changes. There are mainly two
approaches as described in [1]:

• Recursive algorithm
Recursive techniques recursively update a single back-

ground model based on input frames instead of maintaining
a buffer for the estimated background model. As a result, old
frames will affect the current model. This method requires less
storage compared to non-recursive methods, but errors in any
frame will last long in the model.

Various methods used in recursive algorithm such as
approximate median, adaptive background, and mixture of
Gaussians.

• Non-recursive algorithm
A sliding window approach is used for background model

estimation in non-recursive methods. A buffer stores previous
L video frames. Temporal variations of each pixel in the buffer
are used in the estimation process. Although non-recursive
methods do not require old frames beyond L frames and they
are highly adaptive, the storage may be significant when L is
large.

3.1.3. Optical flow
In this method, image optical flow field is calculated, and clus-

tering process is done based on the optical flow distribution char-
acteristics of image. Complete object movement information can be
obtained and the detection is better, however, this method requires
large amount of calculations, it is very sensitive to noise, and has
poor anti-noise performance, which make it not suitable for real time
applications [1,16].

These methods differ in performance and shape information it
can give. Optical flow is the best in giving shape information, back-
ground subtraction gives information less than optical flow, and
frame difference doesn’t give shape information at all. Frame dif-
ference is the fastest of them all and optical flow requires more
computations. Fig. 3 compares between these methods.

Most systems uses either frame difference or background sub-
traction methods due to the computational time required is low
to moderate. Systems in [17-20] uses frame difference approach to
detect moving objects.

3.2. Feature extraction

The next step in human detection system is feature extraction.
This also can be applied on Raspberry Pi. As mentioned in the

Fig. 3. Motion detection technique comparison.

previous section, there are many features used. The most widely
feature used with applications that deals with human detection is
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) that was introduced in [9].
HOG is invariant to scale, shadowing, contrast, and illumination
changes. HOG is block-based features usually 128 ∗ 64 that computes
a normalized histogram of orientations based on gradients. The gen-
eral steps of HOG is to compute first order gradient at each pixel
then binning the cells. Make histogram at each cell for the orienta-
tions. Normalize histogram along directions. Finally concatenate all
normalized histograms to one feature vector.

Compute the gradient magnitude in horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, and orientation. Then for each window of size 128 ∗ 64 as
shown in Fig. 4, it is divided into 16 ∗ 16 blocks with 50% overlapping.
Each block is divided into 2 ∗ 2 cells of size 8 ∗ 8 pixels. Central-
ized filters used to compute horizontal and vertical gradients are as
follows:

As can be seen in Fig. 4, each block consists of 2 ∗ 2 cells each of
size 8 ∗ 8. At each cell, histogram of orientations is computed in 9

Fig. 2. Features used in object detection. Colors represent a set of related types of features. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. HOG for window of size 128 ∗ 64 [17].

directions. So, orientations need to be quantized to 9 directions/bins
only between 0 and 180◦ this can be seen in Fig. 5. The value at each
bin is the aggregation of magnitude values in the cells that their ori-
entations belong to the same bin. The magnitude value of each pixel

in the cell is partitioned between neighboring bins, example: If ori-
entation of pixel is 85◦, then distance to center bin 70 and bin 90 is
15 and 5 respectively. So, the ratios of the magnitude value for each
bin are 5/20 = 1/4 and 15/20 = 3/4, respectively. Then the values in
block are normalized. Finally, all values of all blocks are concate-
nated in 1D vector to form the feature vector. HOG visualization is
represented in Fig. 6.

HOG is usually used with support vector machine (SVM), but it
can be used with any machine learning classifier. HOG is used on
Raspberry Pi in [21-24] in different applications, mainly for human
detection. In [23], HOG is used along with shape similarity as the sys-
tem uses thermal images and it can help finding humans through
body temperature.

Local binary pattern (LBP) and local ternary pattern (LTP) features
are based on a threshold. The feature is computed at every pixel. In
LBP if a pixel of 8 connected neighbor pixels to the pixel of interest
has a value less than the value of the pixel of interest, then a binary
zero will be added to the resulting pattern. Otherwise, a binary one
will be added to the resulting pattern. Fig. 7 shows an example of LBP.
In LTP is the absolute difference between the values of pixel of inter-
est and the one of the 8 connected neighbors is less than a threshold,
then the pattern returned is 0. If the value of the pixel of 8 connected
neighbors of the pixel of interest is greater than or equal to the value
of the pixel of interest plus the threshold value, then 1 is returned.
Otherwise, −1 is returned.

3.3. Machine learning model/classifier

After extracting the features, the model is introduced. Choosing
the model is a vital step in any object detection system. The model
learns the object features through training from dataset. In human
detection systems the most used features is HOG and it is usually
used along with support vector machine (SVM) [25] as they were
firstly used in [9]. In [21-24] SVM is used in the detection process.
In [24], SVM, Naïve Bayesian, and AdaBoost classifiers are used and
SVM outperforms all of them in terms of accuracy.

Fig. 5. Quantized orientations and bin histogram.
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Fig. 6. HOG visualization [9].

According to [26-29], support vector machine algorithm is a
binary classifier that is based on quadratic programming optimiza-
tion. It is the enhancement of linear classification. SVM tries to find
the optimal margins that reduces the errors, Fig. 8.

SVM advantage is that it can be used in nonlinearly separable
data as SVM can transform nonlinear data to another domain where
it can be linearly separable. This can be done through SVM kernel
functions. There are different kernel functions such as linear, polyno-
mial — with different degrees, and radial basis function (RBF). These
kernel equations are illustrated in Eq. (1).

Polynomial kernel with d-degree: K(x, xT ) = (1 + (x, xT ))d,

Radial basis function (RBF): K(x, xT ) = exp(−x − xT2), (1)

(x, xT ): is the inner product of feature vector x.

The kernel functions differ from accuracy and complexity. SVM
gives good results in human detection problems. In such problems

Fig. 8. SVM with margin [22].

SVM is the state of the art. Many variations and enhancement on SVM
were introduced such as piece-wise linear SVM (PL-SVM) [30,10]. PL-
SVM is a set of linear SVMs, each of them is supposed to discriminate
human pose from other poses and non-human. Most kernel function
used on embedded devices is the linear kernel as it is the simplest
and gives acceptable accuracy.

4. Applications

This section covers different application and surveillance systems
to detect human presence in different scenarios. These systems are
utilized on embedded device, Raspberry Pi where different datasets
were used in training and testing.

4.1. Datasets

There are many datasets for human detection systems such as
MIT [31]. In MIT pedestrian detection dataset there are a set of 1800
color positive images and their mirror. There are 16,726 people-free
images. All images are resized to 128 ∗ 64. In images containing peo-
ple, people are centered in the image. INRIA [9] contains 614 positive
images and 1218 person-free images. There is also 1208 positive
images and their mirrors of size 160 ∗ 96 cropped on person. There
are 288 test images of positive samples and 453 negative samples.
There are 563 positive test samples of size 128 ∗ 64. PennFudan [32],

Fig. 7. LBP and LTP example.
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Fig. 9. Extracting region of interest using frame differencing in [17].

a pedestrian detection dataset that contains 170 images contain-
ing 345 labeled pedestrians of which 74 images are taken around
Fudan University and the other 96 images are taken from Pennsyl-
vania University. USC-A [33] contains 205 images from the internet
of 313 humans without inter-human occlusion. Images contain of
frontal, rear, walking, standing humans. USC-B [33], collected from
CAVIAR [34] video campus of frontal, rear, walking, standing humans.
It contains 54 images with 271 humans with partially inter-human
occlusion. USC-C [35], collected from the internet with multi-view
walking, standing humans. It contains 100 images with 232 humans

without inter-human occlusion. PASCAL VOC [36], Voc challenge
from 2005 to 2012. Each year challenge contains number of classes
such as persons, cars, animals, and vehicles. Objects are labeled, for
example: Pascal-Voc 2007 contains 9963 images of train, valida-
tion, and testing of 24,640 labeled objects. H3D [37] contains images
of 1000 people with 3D skeleton and segmented regions. CAVIAR
[34], number of different scenario clips of walking, meeting with
others, window shopping, entering and exiting shops, fighting, pass-
ing out, leaving packages, etc. were recorded. There are two video
sections. The first section is recorded with wide angle camera lens
with 384 ∗ 288 pixels frames with 25 frames per second in INRIA labs.
The second section is also recorded with wide angle lens camera
with 384 ∗ 288 pixels with 25 frames per second. Caltech [38] con-
sists of about 10 h of video taken in urban. The video is 30 frames
per second each is of size 640 ∗ 480. There 250,000 frames were
annotated with 2300 unique humans and 350,000 bounding boxes.
Other datasets are TUD [39], CVC [40], DaimlerChrysler (DC) [41], and
ETH [42]. All these datasets can be categorized to general purpose
human detection, surveillance systems, and pedestrian detection
[13].

4.2. Applications on Raspberry Pi

System in [21], utilizes SVM with HOG features on RPI 1 model
B. INRIA dataset is used in training the SVM and CAVIAR and TOWN-
CENTER datasets are used in testing. HOG computations are very
expensive, so, region of interest (ROI) is used to reduce the com-
putations. region of interest (ROI) is obtained based on a pre-step
of foreground estimation. Two methods of foreground estimation
were experimented: frame difference and Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). Frame difference method is illustrated above and it is used
to detect the ROI as in Fig. 9 as follows:

The other method is Gaussian mixture model Fig. 10. Although it
can detect small changes and it is robust, it requires more resources
(computation and memory) than frame difference. HOG is then used
to train SVM. Multiscale detection is used as people can appear in

Fig. 10. Extracting region of interest using GMM in [17].
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Fig. 11. Multi-scale detection in [17].

different sizes in the images. As a result, people who are near to the
camera will appear in larger size than who are far away. So, to get
over this problem, the image has to be down-sampled by scale factor
called scale stride (SS), Fig. 11. The scale stride of 1.05 is used. The
image should be down-sampled till the image size is less than the
detection window. The scale in width and height is performed as in
Eqs. (2)–(4) where DH and DW are the new height and width respec-
tively, H and W are old height and old width, and SS is the stride. The
authors only considered 3 scales as the computations of the scales
are expensive on Raspberry Pi.

DH = H/SS (2)

DW = W/SS (3)

Fig. 12. Two detector windows in [17].

SS = SS ∗ 1.05 (4)

The authors used two approaches. The first one uses one window
of size 64 ∗ 128 that traverses the whole image. The second one, as
seen in Fig. 12, uses two windows: the first one is of size 64 ∗ 128
that traverses the whole image and the other one is of size 48 ∗ 96
and is used at the upper part of the image. The detection in image is
the detection in all scales. So, a filtration process is done, Fig. 13.

Six testing schemes are employed. In these schemes single and
double window sizes are utilized. Two or three scales are used
with these different windows. All these combinations are tested
with two different foreground estimation methods: frame difference
and Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Example: single window with
three scales (SW3S), and di window with three scales using GMM
(DW3SMOG).

In Table 1, the first three approaches use frame difference fore-
ground estimation method. The other three use the Gaussian mixture
model (GMM). After foreground estimation HOG and filtration are
done for human detection. Accuracy and processing time (PT), Eq. (5),
are sued in the evaluation process.

PT = (TotalClockTicks/TickFrequency) ∗ 1000 (5)

From these results it can be seen that SW2S is somehow simi-
lar to SW3S with less computations. And also DW3S has many false
positives FP. SW2S is better that SW3S in Precision and in pro-
cessing time. Single window method outperforms Different Window
method. Using frame difference method gives better Precision and
less in computation time that GMM.

In [22], SVM with HOG are used on RPI 3 which is better than RPI
1 in terms of computation power and memory. A new approach is
introduced to reduce the search process to find the object of interest
in the image. This can be achieved through filtering the overlapping
areas of bounding boxes and detect only one to be tested instead of
scanning the whole image. In [21] and [22], both systems use down-
sampling to cover the large objects.
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Fig. 13. Detection result filtration in [17].

Table 1
TOWNCENTER and CAVIAR dataset results.

TOWNCENTER dataset CAVIAR dataset

Processing time (ms) Accuracy % Recall % Precision % Processing time (ms) Accuracy % Recall % Precision %

Original HOG 2544.4 73.23 66.65 99.75 2559.5 65.05 60.55 99.39
SW3S 463.98 65.94 58.16 98.54 435.63 61.33 61.06 92.86
SW3SMOG 675.71 61.57 53.83 95.39 776.02 55.34 53.02 94.47
SW2S 333.52 62.31 53.35 98.83 291.99 52.98 49.29 92.07
SW2SMOG 500.93 58.48 48.74 98.02 515.19 49.1 43.81 93.51
DW3S 416.58 55.07 53.02 84.05 464.44 31.7 55.96 39.79
DW3SMOG 591.51 54.47 52.94 82.19 612.47 32.72 56.14 41.27

After down-sampling steps, there would be many rectangles sur-
rounding the human. To remove this redundancy a non-maxima
suppression is used to remove the feature points that are likely to be
close to each other. This step called filtering, Fig. 14.

For 2 consecutive frames, the first frame is searched to get
the bounding boxes around humans. Then using the result of the
first/odd image, in the second/even image the algorithm chooses a
bounding box detected in the odd image with starting position xi and
yi. Then iterating sliding step (s = 0.5) that will create a new position
for the window till the person is covered. As a result, the odd image
will be scanned as a whole, but in the even image only the detected
bounding boxes are scanned. So, the HOG will be applied on some
area(s) instead of the whole image and hence, the time required in
processing is reduced.

Three videos of different scenarios that contain many people with
300 frames are used in the testing process. The first video con-
tains three persons in non-complex scene. The second video contains
many people walking around (Fig. 15). The third one contains one
person leaving a shop. Table 2, shows a comparison between the

original HOG and the method used by the authors. The results are a
little lowered but the system is faster than the original HOG.

In [23], thermal images were utilized where objects are rep-
resented in terms of heat or body temperature. Thermal cameras
can detect the infrared radiation emitted by different objects in
the scene. As the thermal information are not enough for object
detection, features and descriptors are extracted.

HOG is used as the features on the thermal images after extracting
the ROI to reduce the processing time to detect and classify pedes-
trians using SVM. The system consists of three steps: Foreground
estimation, HOG for human detection, and human shape similarity.

In [23], the authors collected their own thermal dataset used
in training and they used BU-TIV (thermal infrared video) dataset.
Training dataset consists of 3620 positive images and 6096 negative
images and samples of the training dataset is depicted in Fig. 16. Two
datasets of BU-TIV dataset are used: atrium-red and atrium-orange.
The results on atrium-red and atrium-orange are depicted in Table 3.

In [24], human detection is used in different application. A sys-
tem is built to perform image classification to detect obstacles with

Fig. 14. Filtering bounding boxes using non-maxima suppression in [18].
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feedback in means of vibration to help blind people in navigation.
The detection of obstacles is in middle, left, and right directions.
The classification has two categories: walkable and non-walkable.
The authors used HOG features with three classifiers and compared
the three classifiers: Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost, and SVM, to each other.
Naïve Bayes is a probability-based classifier, while AdaBoost is a
weighted sum of the outputs of weak classifiers. About 15 min of
video manually recorded. 3000 still frames produced (50% walkable,
50% non-walkable) manually labeled. Non-walkable images are the
ones that contain dirt, rubbish, bins, water puddles, etc. Five differ-
ent characteristics paths were considered. Focusing on a single kind
of path could improve the accuracy of the system. System architec-
ture is depicted in Fig. 17. System results and performance can be
shown in Table 4.

In [43], the authors addressed a new challenge in human detec-
tion in aerial images. Human detection in aerial images is very com-
plex due to different poses, scales, etc. Traditional classifiers can’t
deal with such problems in aerial images. As a result, deep learning
is utilized through the use of CNN. The authors used a saliency map
technique that tries to reduce the processing time through reduc-
ing the search space using the classifier window. Saliency map finds
the object of interest quickly through the visual differences of image
elements.

The used features are Haar features and local binary patterns
(LBPs). Haar features are visual attributes extracted from images
based on the Haar wavelets, Fig. 18. These features are performed

Table 2
Comparison of original HOG and proposed system in [18].

Video number Processing time (s) F-score

Original HOG 1 0.27 0.70
2 0.27 0.76
3 0.28 0.90

Proposed method 1 0.15 0.68
2 0.25 0.74
3 0.14 0.92

using black and white regions rectangles. Each rectangle represents
a feature with a single value. This value is obtained by subtracting
the white and black regions. LBP are texture-based features. It cal-
culates the spatial variations of pixels intensities. These features can
represent fine details, resistant to illumination changes, and have
low computations.

In [43], the authors examined two classifiers: cascade classi-
fier and CNN. Cascade classifier consists of several weak classifiers.
Combining several weak classifiers produces a strong classifier that
is computational-effective (Fig. 19).

The CNN used in [43] consists of 8 layers, five convolutional layers
and three fully connected layers. The output layer is binary classi-
fier. The input the CNN is RGB image of size: 227 ∗ 227 ∗ 3. This is a
cropped version of original image of size: 256 ∗ 256 ∗ 3. Fig. 20 shows
the model structure.

Fig. 15. (a) The first input image with detected rectangle. (b) The construction of the rectangle around bounding box in (a) in [18].
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Fig. 16. Samples of positive training thermal images in [19].

Table 3
Atrium-red and atrium-orange performance and accuracy.

Atrium-red Atrium-orange

Processing time (PT) Precision Recall Processing time (PT) Precision Recall

HOG 321.41 0.4989 0.4836 321.82 0.6489 0.3844
HOG region 81.89 0.7522 0.4631 81.60 0.6804 0.3448
HOG region + shape 94.01 0.7377 0.5603 91.93 0.6697 0.4488

Fig. 17. System architecture in [20].

In this work two datasets has been used. One in training and
the other is in testing. GMVRT-v2 [44] dataset is the one used
in training phase. It consists of 3846 positive images and 13,821
negative images. Other dataset has been produced during the exper-
iments. 15 thermal images with resolution 80 ∗ 60 pixels captured
using low cost Long Wave Infrared thermal camera named “FLIR”
Lepton. Another 15 conventional color images captured using Rasp-
berry Pi camera “Raspicam v 1.3” with resolution of 1280 ∗ 720 pixels.
All images are taken from the same altitude and at the same time
so, objects that appear on both images, thermal and color, can be
correlated.

Saliency Maps and Thermal Image Processing are the two object
detection techniques used. Both of them detect the regions that have
high probabilities to have the interested object. As a result, they
reduce the search space in the image.

Two platforms have been used in testing Raspberry Pi 2 Model
B, and mobile ground control stations (MGCS). From the results, the
use of thermal images is better than saliency maps as they require
smaller execution time.

Table 6 shows that cascade classifier is the best in terms of execu-
tion time. Table 5 shows that CNN outperforms other classifiers used
with about 94 true positive (TP) and only 6 false negative (FN). CNN

Table 4
Naive, AdaBoost, and SVM result comparison.

Naive Bayesian AdaBoost SVM

Class Precision Recall ROC area Precision Recall ROC area Precision Recall ROC area

Walkable 0.77 0.57 0.73 0.79 0.65 0.76 0.79 0.87 0.85
Non-walkable 0.55 0.76 0.71 0.60 0.75 0.76 0.79 0.67 0.85
Average 0.68 0.64 0.73 0.71 0.69 0.76 0.79 0.79 0.85
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Fig. 18. Haar features, a) border features, b) point features, and c) line features, in [40].

Fig. 19. Cascade classifier, V) the passed features to the next stage, F) rejected
features, in [40].

true negative is still need to be enhanced as there is 22 false posi-
tive (FP). CNN is the best in terms of classification accuracy, but it
requires more time. So, to provide real-time recognition along with
good detection accuracy, CNN and thermal images are combined.
This combination reaches 1.08 frame per second (fps).

Table 7 summarizes a comparison of the different systems illus-
trated in Section 4. It is clear that HOG is the prominent feature
extraction techniques in the human detection task. SVM outperforms
other classifiers despite the fact that only linear kernel is used.

5. Results and analysis

As indicated in Section 4, there is no unique dataset used by all
systems. Consequently, there is a need to have a unified benchmark
that allow the comparison between different systems. There are also
different Raspberry Pi versions utilized by the systems which greatly
affect the system performance. Here, we unified the dataset used in
training and testing the systems in comparison. One Raspberry Pi
device is used to identify its effect on the system performance. We
utilized INRIA dataset as a benchmark. The images used in train-
ing are INRIA training images. The images are flipped horizontally
and downscaled, by factor of 1.05, versions to enlarge the positive
images and balance the dataset. The total number of positive samples

is 3711 images, and the total number of negative samples is 4000
images.

For the embedded device, the utilized device is Raspberry Pi 3
model B with the following specs: 1 GB RAM, quad-core 64-bit ARM
Cortex-A53 processor clocked at 1.2 GHz, Broadcom VideoCore IV of
400 MHz GPU. Raspberry Pi 3 is faster than Raspberry Pi 2 by 50%.

The systems tested are standard HOG with SVM and single win-
dow 2 scales (SW2S) method used in [21] with both HOG and SVM.
These systems utilized the linear kernel of SVM.

Table 8 contains the comparison results between these systems. It
also contains investigation of the effect of using other kernels in SVM
on both accuracy and performance. Thus, other kernels such as poly-
nomial and RBF are tested. Different measures were used to compare
different systems such as fusion matrix, F-score, and processing time
(PT).

As illustrated in Table 8, different SVM kernels are utilized with
both systems. Utilizing linear SVM with SW2S achieve somehow
higher results as the F-score is 0.9314 in this case while it is 0.9288
for linear SVM with standard HOG. However, the average processing
time increased by a small fraction of time (about 0.06 s). As a result,
utilizing linear SVM with SW2S gives better results than linear SVM
with standard HOG.

When utilizing polynomial SVM kernel with both systems the F-
score of the polynomial SVM with standard HOG is 0.9162 while it is
0.8385 for the polynomial SVM with SW2S. Consequently, although
the (TP) detection accuracy of polynomial SVM outperforms the
other three settings (linear SVM with both systems and polynomial
SVM with standard HOG), it is not the better choice in such a case.

Radial basis function (RBF) SVM kernel is also utilized. RBF is used
with both systems. Both of these systems are better than polynomial
SVM with SW2S. This can be seen from the F-score of these sys-
tems which is 0.8531 and 0.8436 for RBF with standard HOG and RBF
with SW2S respectively and it is 0.8385 for polynomial with SW2S.
The F-score measures of RBF systems indicate that although the (TN)
detection accuracy is reduced, the overall system is accepted. The
average processing time for RBF systems is 1.7677 s and 2.1064 s for
RBF with standard HOG and RBF with SW2S respectively.

Fig. 20. The proposed CNN architecture in [40].
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Table 5
Confusion matrices of Haar cascade, LBP, and CNN.

Haar cascade LBP CNN

Labeled

People Negative People Negative People Negative

Classification People 59 31 70 48 94 22
Negative 41 69 30 52 6 78

Table 6
Best and worst case execution time, in [40].

Raspberry Pi 2 MGCS

Total time Min Max Min Max

SM + CNN 5.41 13.23 0.9 2.2
T1 + CNN 3.89 11.86 0.39 0.93
SM + Harr cascade 5.22 9.37 0.34 0.61
T1 + Harr cascade 1.99 7.97 0.07 0.28
SM + LPB cascade 5.74 9.69 0.45 0.76
T1 + LBP cascade 1.91 7.08 0.07 0.26

6. Conclusion and future directions

Several types of human detection systems have been surveyed.
Each system has a different environment and settings. Different
features and classifiers are utilized in human detection problem.
However, HOG was mostly used as well as SVM in the classification
stage. Different motion detection methods are available but frame
difference and background subtraction are the most frequently used.
Due to Raspberry Pi limited resources, other complex methods were
not utilized. Recently, embedded devices have great advances that
will enable the use of complex models such as ANN or CNN. Also,
other SVM kernels such as polynomial and RBF other than linear
kernel can be used.

It can be noticed that the most used kernels of SVM in embed-
ded systems is linear kernels. Linear kernel computations are not as
heavy as other kernels such as polynomial or RBF kernels. The results
can be enhanced if other kernels are used, however that can affect
the performance.

Another factor may increase the computations when using other
kernels is the length of HOG feature vector. Dimensionality reduction
methods can be utilized to make HOG feature vector length shorter.

As a result, the use of RBF or polynomial kernels may not require
high computations as expected. Based on our analysis in Section 4,
other kernels in SVM can enhance the results with small increase in
processing time (PT) that may be acceptable.

Computational resources have increased in the subsequent mod-
els of RPI which open the potential to try other machine learning
techniques in human detection systems such as neural networks.
Current devices can run neural networks with sufficient layers.

Human detection, in general, has many challenges like vari-
ous poses, occlusion, and clutter. Consequently, features should be
well designed to overcome these challenges. Utilizing convolutional
neural networks (CNN) can learn features that can overcome the
limitations addressed. However, CNN computations are heavy and
that can greatly affect the system performance. To overcome this
limitation, other architectures can be utilized instead of standard
CNN. Currently, there are efforts to make a lightweight version of
the CNN that can be used in limited resource environment such as
embedded devices, or mobiles such as MobileNets [45], SqueezeNets
[46], and lightweight CNN (L-CNN) [47]. Some architecture tries
to enhance the CNN to reduce the processing time required while
keeping its accuracy the same. CNN is mainly based on matrices mul-
tiplications. For a single convolutional layer, the multiplication is of
n-dimensional matrices. As a result, the complexity will be huge. As
a result, a current important research area is to improve the convo-
lution part performance to reduce the overall complexity, and hence,
reduce the processing time required.
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Table 7
Summary of different covered systems in human detetection.

Name Classifier Features Dataset Raspberry Pi specs

[17] SVM HOG with different scales + region
of interest (ROI)

INRIA in training CAVIAR &
TOWNCENTER in testing

RPI 1 model B: 700 MHz single core processor,
512 MB memory and Broadcom VideoCore IV @
250 MHz GPU. The operating system used was
Raspbian.

[18] SVM HOG CAVIAR RPI 3: Quad-core processor (ARM Cortex-A53)
@1200 MHz, 1 GB SDRAM, BroadCom VideoCore
IV @400 MHz of GPU.

[20] SVM naïve
Bayes AdaBoost

HOG About 15 min of video manually
recorded. 3000 still frames
produced (50% walkable, 50%
non-walkable) manually

RPI

[19] SVM HOGHOG + ROIHOG + ROI + shape
similarity

Manual dataset in training BU-TIV
(atrium-red & atrium-orange) in
testing

RPI 3 model B:1.2 GHz quad-core processors,
and 1 GB memory using Raspbian Jessie with
Pixel as an operating system

[40] CNN cascade
classifiers

Haar features local binary pattern
(LBP)

GMVRT-v2 in training and testing RPI 2 model B v1.1: 900 MHz quad-core ARM
Cortex-A7 CPU running the “regular” Raspian
operating system. Mobile ground control
stations (MGCS): consists in a laptop with Intel
Core i5-3210 M CPU running the Linux Ubuntu
14.04 operating system.
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Table 8
Comparison of SVM linear kernel and other SVM kernels on original HOG and SVM system used in [9], [20] and system used in [17].

TP (%) TN (%) FP (%) FN (%) PT (s) F-score

Linear SVM + standard HOG with SVM 93.209 92.5 7.5 6.791 1.4926 0.9288
Linear SVM + SW2S [17] 94.907 91.103 8.8965 5.093 1.5458 0.9314
Polynomial SVM standard HOG with SVM 94.567 88.135 11.865 5.433 1.5085 0.9162
Polynomial SVM + SW2S [17] 97.963 64.310 35.6898 2.037 1.5718 0.8385
RBF SVM + standard HOG with SVM 95.925 71.052 28.948 4.075 1.7677 0.8531
RBF SVM + SW2S [17] 98.132 65.475 34.525 1.868 2.1064 0.8436
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